INTRODUCTION

Notation
We consider approximating the solution of the following initial boundary value problem. Let Q be a bounded domain in M N , with smooth boundary dQ and leLO < t*_< oo be fixed. A function u^ (0, 
£ \j)
,,~i Sx, V dxj with a tJ = a 3l e C 00^) , i, j = 1, 2, ..., N ; a 0 e C™(Çl) and a 0 > O on Q.
f is assumed to satisfy the uniform elhpticity condition for all xeQ and for all (5^, ..., t, N )e M N , for some constant a > 0.
The following notatfon will be used throughout. For s ^ 0, H S (Q) will dénote the Sobolev space of order 5, of real valued functions on Q. The norm on H S (Q) we dénote by || . \\ H s iQ) . In particular, the inner product on L
(Q) = H°(Q)
we dénote by (., .), and the associated norm by || . ||.
We introducé certain subspaces of the Sobolev space H S (Q\ denoted by H S {Q). In order to define H S {Q), we first note that there exists a séquence {'k J } J^1 
J=I
Then H°(Q) = L 2 (Q\ and it may be shown, [7] , that H S (Q) = { v e H%n) : g J v -0 on dQ, j < s/2 }, and that on H S {Q), the norms 11 . | | s and 11 . | | HS(n) are equivalent.
For s < 0, H S (Q) is defined as the dual of H' s (a) with respect to L 2 (Q).
The norm on H~S(Q) is given by
The solution of (1. 
O ^ t ^ t * usmg standard finite element spaces of piecewise polynomial functions of degree r -1, r ^ 2 The estimâtes are obtained with L 2 projections of the initial data as startmg values These estimâtes were in essence denved prior to this work by the first author in [3, 4] , using a special manipulation of an energy formulation Here (1 5) is obtained via a reformulation of (1 1) and the semidiscrete approximation as appropnate first order Systems We note also that Dupont [9] and Crouzeix [8] , have obtamed L 2 estimâtes, however the choice of statmg valves yield unnaturally higher smoothness assumptions on the solution
Summary of the results
In Section 3, we consider single step fully discrete approximations via rational approximations to e~z The rational functions are required to satisfy
for constants C v < oo, a > 0 and v > 1
In addition such rational functions are divided into two classes, according to either | r v (iy) | < 1 for ail real y,
kvMl^l for \y\^a, (1 8) for some constant a > 0 The functions satisfying (1 7) we designate as Class -r-1, anxHhose-satisfymg (1 8) and has poles at z = ± -on the real line r s will satisfy (1 6) with v = 2s, x and we show that there exists a real number x (s) > 0 such that for the choice x^x (s \ r s satisfies (1 7) This family of rational functions provides schemes of arbitrary accuracy rn time, i e we have (1 9) with v = 25 In analogy with the work of N0rsett [12] , and Thomée and the present authors in [5] , for parabolic équations, the resultïng scheme for r s requires the solution of 2s hnear Systems with the same real matrix at each time level
Other examples of Class i-I rational functions are provided by Pade approximations, m particular, the diagonal and first two lower codiagonal entries In gênerai, the use of Padé approximations requires the solution of complex lmear Systems, in contrast A table of the polynomials { P£ } 2 ï 0 and a convement choice of the parameter x (s) is given for s = 1, , 5 in the Appendix Crouzerx [8] has also analysed high order in time, single step, fully discrete approximations There, the choice of startmg values is motivated by [9] Throughout the paper, C will dénote a genera! constant, not necessanly the same in any two places
SEMIDISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS
We introducé the solution operator T of the associated elliptic boundary 
2)
Now, let 0 < h < 1 be a parameter, and {î*}o<*$i a family of finite dimensional operators approximating the operator T. In particular, let The family { T h } 0<h^l has the foliowing properties: 
where P dénotes the L 2 (Q) projection operator onto S r h (Q). Using (2.1) it is easily seen that (2.8) is equivalent to the définition of the standard semidiscrète approximation, in variational form, using L 2 (Q) projections of u°a nd u° as starting values, as given for example in [3] . For the subséquent analysis, we now reformulate (2.8) as a first order System, in analogy with (2.2). Set Proof : Set £ = U -V, where U is defined by (2.2) and V by (2.9). Then
14) gives
{{J h E t , £,))+((£, £«))=((p, £,)), and so, by (2.12),
dt Integrating this last équation, we get
Hence, from (2.15), and (2.11), ll|£(0)||| = II u°-P«° II, (2.17) and
Using (2.17) and (2.18) in (2.16),
r -2 ((p.W, Jo
Hence sup |||£(t)||| 2 <c\ sup
J o
Now, from (2.2), (2.6), and (1.4), Clearly, rational functions fo Class i-î are also of Class i-IL However a distinction is made since Class i-I functions will yield schemes which are unconditionaly stable and convergent. The schemes are defined as follows.
I P(O III = II (T h -T)u tt (t) || = || (T, -T)J?u(t) ||
The solution of (2.9) is given by and hence for k > 0, the proposed discrete time step, 
The following simple resuit will be needed. for | y | ^ a and
Proof Let a* =min (a, 1). Then (3.1) holds with a replaced by a*. Hence
Now, if a* < a, from (3.3), for a* < \y\ < a, and any integer 1 < / < v + 1,
with C* < oo. Hence, from (3.10) and (3.11), we have for some C* < oo,
lyKot, (3.12) for 1 ^ / < v + 1.
No\Hbr an integer n ^Hr Since we shall subsequently work with complex valued functions, the previously defined inner product ((.,.)) of (2.10) is naturally extended to 2), on S", where in gênerai cp dénotes the complex conjugate of cp. Since {^J}^! is an orthonormal basis for S r n (Q\ it is easily seen that {Q>j}f=-M forms a complete orthonormal set in S h , with respect to the above inner product ((. , .)).
Hence For n = 5 in (4.9), for 0 ^ j; < j; (s) , by virtue of (4.1), which gives (4.8). for 0 <y ^ j/ s) , by virtue of (4.6) and (4.7). (4.11) now follows from (4.14), (4.15) and (4.17).
We now define the polynomials
for real x > 0.
Making the change of variables x = -, z = -xy in (4.1), we obtain y The above results we summarize in the following theorem. , n -0,1, ..., 2s, for s = 1, ..., 5 along with convenient choices of the parameter x is) is given in the Appendix.
By virtue of the results (4.21), (4.22) and Theorem 3.1, the fully discrete schemes defined by (3.1) using the rational functions r s of (4.20) yield the stability (3.23 a) and the rate of convergence estimâtes (3.28), with v = 2s.
We now examine the computational steps involved in using the rational functions r s . In this case , n = 0,1, ..., s. W% +1 may be solved for similarly, the whole procedure thus requiring 4 linear Systems to be solved at each time level.
For the above scheme (5 = 2), we thus have the error bounds (3.28) with v = 4. 
Other
Padé approximations.
The gênerai entry of the Padé Using the rational functions r pq (z) in (3.6), we thus have estimâtes (3.28) with v = p + q, p = 1,2, .. .,p -2 < g ^ p. The estimate (3.28) for p = q = l was prior to this work derived by the first author [3] . Crouzeix [8] also dérives error estimâtes for schemes defined by Padé approximations, using different techniques for starting values.
NONSTANDARD METHODS
In this section, we point out that certain nonstandard Galerkin methods proposed for approximating solutions of the associated Dirichlet problem, provide discrete solution operators T h which satisfy the conditions (2.5)-(2.7). These methods thus fit int o the frame work of this study. In particular, the three methods reviewed below have been proposed with the aim of relaxing the restriction of having the subspaces S r h (Q) satisfy the boundary conditions. [10] Spaces S£(Q) a H 1 (Q) of continuous piecewise polynomial fonctions of degree r -1, for r ^ 2 are used. The spaces are required to satisfy
Nitsche's method
for 2 < s ^ r, for some constant C. In addition, the following inverse property is required } where a(. , . ) is defined by (2.1 a)^and y > 0, is a spécifie constant. Nitsche [10] shows that with the assumption (5. 
Nearly zero boundary conditions
A second nonstandard method due to Nitsche [11] uses the spaces S 
for ail x e SJi(O), for given ƒ G L 2 (Q).
A Lagrange multiplier method of Babuska
In are chosen satisfying
In addition subspaces S» (3Q) c ƒƒ ^50) are employed, satisfying inf {ji*||X -xlliHtao) + Ji"*ll ^ " X II*-*») } < C[i" 11 A, 11^^, for ail A, e H s (dQ\ for -^ s < r --.
Also an inverse property is required, 11 X I liP(«i) < Cji" 1 11 X I l««i), X e S, (50).
Babuska shows that for the ratio h/\i sufficiently small, the form a(. , .) is positive definite on the subspace f f )
The discrete solution operator T h in this case is defined by ) = {f,yO, (5.7)
for ail x G S fts for given ƒ G L 2 (d£ï).
For proofs that the operators T h defined by (5.4), (5.6) and (5.7) satisfy the properties (2.5)-(2.7) required in this work, see [1] and [6] .
APPENDIX
The following is a tabulation of the polynonüals { fâXx) }"~ 0 , for s = 1,..., 5. For each s ^ 1, a convenient choice of the parameter x {s) is as follows.
Examinating the details of Lemma 4.1, we have merely to consider the behavior of the polynomials We first note that form (4.2)-(4.5), and hence p£ s) always has a real positive zero. In gênerai, for n ^ 1, if Pĥ as a real positive zero, we set Y^ to be the smallest positive zero otherwise we set y" (s) = oo.
We then choose y {s) = min /" s) , and x is) = [y 
